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ColomPac®

Innovations 2021
E-commerce packaging –
efficient and optimised

Customised for the letterbox
The new CP 065.59
The postage-optimised range

250 × 353 × 30 mm courier packaging optimised for
European dispatch as "Warenpost international XS".

CP 065.55 is an exact fit for the
Deutsche Post Large Letter

• Large Letter, Maxi Letter and DHL Parcel XS all in one
range.
• With double ColomPac® self-sealing at both ends for
fast assembly without addition packaging materials.
• With integrated tear open strip for fast and easy
opening.

CP 065.56 is an exact fit for Deutsche Post's Maxi
Letter and shipment of book and goods
CP 065.59 is an exact fit for the Warenpost
International XS and DHL Small Parcel of Deutsche
Post and the Parcel S of Österreichische Post

Square shape:
Straight circumferential edge

Ideal as Warenpost
Internat. XS, DHL
Parcel XS (EU)
or Parcel S of
Österreichische Post

Optimised external
height 30 mm

Application video

ColomPac® CP 065
Art.-No.

suitable for

Sales Unit

internal size �mm� appr.

outside �mm� appr.

weight �g�

MOQ = 1 bundle

Pallet

measurements �mm� appr.

weight �kg�

pack qty.

measurements �mm� appr

weight �kg�

CP 065.52

*

139 × 216 × 29

145 × 225 × 34

43

100

400 × 285 × 182

4,56

8.000

1.200 × 805 × 2.020

380

CP 065.55

C4 *

244 × 344 × 15

250 × 353 × 20

83

100

480 × 290 × 275

8,70

3.600

1.200 × 800 × 1.780

329

CP 065.56

C4 *

244 × 344 × 45

250 × 353 × 50

102

100

545 × 285 × 305

10,66

3.600

1.200 × 830 × 1.970

399

Warenpost int.

244 × 344 × 28

250 × 353 × 30

96

100

515 × 400 × 290

10,14

2.800

1.200 × 820 × 1.860

309

NEW CP 065.59

Maxi Letter for maximum use
Module box CP 080.09
in external dimensions 350 × 250 × 50 mm
Pre-glued, quickly assembled in Maxi Letter format.

Is an exact fit for:

• The modern alternative to simple push-in packaging
• Quick to assemble and fill from the top
• The reliable ColomPac® self-sealing saves time and
additional sealing materials.
• Secure thanks to closed base
• With integrated tear open strip for fast and
easy opening

350 × 250 × 50 mm optimised for
the mailing and shipment of large
letters, books and goods (Deutsche Post)

To be filled from
the top
Perfect for individual
printing - large
continuous surfaces
Immediately
showcases the
goods when opened

Quick to assemble
thanks to pre-glued
4-point solution

Flat, closed base

Application video

ColomPac® CP 080

Sales Unit

Art.-No.

suitable for

internal size �mm� appr.

outside �mm� appr.

weight �g�

CP 080.02

*

140 × 101 × 43

160 × 107 × 48

31

CP 080.04

*

192 × 155 × 43

212 × 161 × 48

49

CP 080.06		

192 × 155 × 91

212 × 161 × 96

CP 080.08

A4

305 × 210 × 91

NEW CP 080.09

*

335 × 244 × 44

MOQ = 1 bundle

Pallet

measurements �mm� appr.

weight �kg�

pack qty.

measurements �mm� appr

weight �kg�

20

245 × 200 × 115

0,63

5.400

1.200 × 800 × 1.990

185

20

300 × 255 × 110

0,98

3.600

1.200 × 800 × 1.990

192

81

20

390 × 345 × 115

1,63

2.240

1.200 × 800 × 1.990

198

325 × 216 × 96

127

20

505 × 400 × 115

2,54

1.280

1.200 × 800 × 1.990

178

350 × 250 × 50

100

20

437 × 340 × 115

2,00

2.160

1.200 × 800 × 1.070

241

Completes the range
The new automatic-bottom
box CP 151.116
Suitable for all mail-order items that need
to be sent off.
• The reliable ColomPac® self-sealing saves time and
additional sealing materials.
• With integrated tear open strip for fast and
easy opening
• Overlapping bottom for extra strength and reliability

New dimensions:
230 × 160 × 80 mm
on the interior

Fast thanks to
automatic base

Entirely overlapping
automatic base
Application video

ColomPac® CP 151
Art.-No.

suitable for

Sales Unit

internal size �mm� appr.

outside �mm� appr.

measurements �mm� appr.

weight �kg�

pack qty.

measurements �mm� appr

CP 151.010		

159 × 129 × 70

164 × 139 × 80

50

20

395 × 155 × 130

1,02

6.000

1.200 × 800 × 2.050

331

CP 151.110

A5

213 × 153 × 109

218 × 163 × 119

93

20

375 × 270 × 125

1,87

2.880

1.200 × 850 × 1.950

294

CP 151.115

A5

230 × 160 × 50

235 × 170 × 60

85

20

395 × 215 × 125

1,72

3.200

1.200 × 800 × 1.950

300

NEW CP 151.116

A5

230 × 160 × 80

235 × 170 × 93

82

20

395 × 240 × 130

1,65

2.800

1.200 × 800 × 2.000

256

CP 151.118

A5

230 × 160 × 125

235 × 170 × 135

107

20

385 × 295 × 125

2,16

2.560

1.200 × 800 × 1.950

301

260 × 220 × 130

265 × 235 × 140

148

20

490 × 365 × 120

2,98

1.360

1.200 × 800 × 2.050

430

CP 151.150		

weight �g�

MOQ = 1 bundle

Pallet
weight �kg�

Now in 1.008 mm length
Shipping box for rolled
items CP 072.08
Suitable for shipping long, rolled items such as
posters, plans and much more.
New dimensions:
1.008 × 108 × 108 mm
on the interior

• The reliable ColomPac® self-sealing saves time and
additional sealing materials.
• With integrated tear open strip for fast and easy
opening
• Instant assembly
• Advantages of the box-section: easy removal of
contents, stackable without rolling
• Packed flat to save space
Suitable for
shipping and
archiving

Quick and easy
assembly

Application video

ColomPac® CP 072

Sales Unit

Art.-No.

suitable for

internal size �mm� appr.

outside �mm� appr.

weight �g�

MOQ = 1 bundle

CP 072.02

A2

430 × 108 × 108

455 × 115 × 115

108

10

CP 072.04

A1

610 × 108 × 108

635 × 115 × 115

142

10

CP 072.05		

705 × 108 × 108

730 × 115 × 115

156

CP 072.06

A0

860 × 108 × 108

885 × 115 × 115

NEW CP 072.08

B0

1.008 × 108 × 108

1.020 × 115 × 115

measurements �mm� appr.

Pallet
weight �kg�

pack qty.

measurements �mm� appr

weight �kg�

665 × 220 × 55

1,08

1.600

1.200 × 800 × 1.840

198

845 × 220 × 65

1,42

1.600

1.200 × 800 × 1.840

253

10

940 × 220 × 65

1,56

960

1.200 × 800 × 1.840

175

182

10

1.095 × 220 × 65

1,82

960

1.200 × 800 × 1.840

200

192

10

1.180 × 220 × 50

1,92

990

1.200 × 800 × 1.782

215

Show yourself off!
Create your own
customised packaging
with Design by ColomPac®.

Offset, Flexo or both?
Interior and exterior?
Anything is possible.

In today’s world of online ordering, packaging design
is a vital marketing consideration. It must convey an
appealing message about the value your products, and
show respect for your customers with the way you
present and deliver their purchases.
Design by ColomPac® offers, in collaboration with you,
one single source for the graphics and implementation
of your branded packaging requirements from concept
to completion.

Individual Designs.
If your product is particularly large, long, heavy or
just needs to stand out, our experienced graphics and
development team will tailor-make your packaging for
you.

Do you
need a
customized
solution?
Do not hesitate to contact us:
Infoline: +49 (0) 9401 9259 123
E-Mail: info@colompac.de

Flexo Printing.
Is the ideal solution for displaying
your company‘s logo directly on your
packaging. Up to 2 colours are printed
directly on cardboard with Flexo
printing with individualized packaging,
starting at 5.000+ units.

Offset Printing.
Can do even more with photorealistic
imagery in up to 6 colours. Whether
on the exterior, interior or on both
sides, unpacking becomes a pleasant
experience... your product as well as
your message will be well received
by your customers. And additional
refinements such as embossing
or matte varnishing can turn your
packaging into something very special.

Your print data our service
All the key information you can
find in the down load area of our
ColomPac® website or under:

ColomPac® for the benefit of the environment

FSC® is an abbreviation for Forest Stewardship Council®,
an international organisation promoting socially and environmentally responsible forest management. The FSC® logo
demonstrates that we have been certified by independent
auditors and that we comply with the prescribed
standards at all stages of our production. This is audited annually. Our license code is FSC®-C084581. The certificate can
be found on the ColomPac® website under Downloads.

sustainable
Sustainable from the start by:
• Resource optimised development
• Ecological material selection
• Reduction of transport and volume
• 100% recyclable
• High percentage of recycling

ColomPac® is climate neutral. We have been producing our entire range in a climate-neutral manner since
2014, which means our global CO₂ balance is neutral.
You can obtain information about our climate protection projects at www.climatepartner.com using the ID
number 11392-1402-1001 (which can be found on every
ColomPac® product). We are constantly working on
improving the overall minimisation of our emissions and
are also actively involved in internationally recognised
climate protection projects. We have been authorised to
label our packaging "climate neutral" since 2014.
Sustainable from the very beginning - we take the
right choice of materials, optimal functionality and
the minimisation of material loss into consideration as
early as the development phase so that we can make
sustainable savings in resources over the long term.
Logistics are also given due attention with a view to
reducing transport volumes. Our products are 100%
recyclable thanks to the natural resource paper. The
corrugated cardboard used by ColomPac® is also
made up of a high proportion of recycled
material and can be reused
up to 20 times.

Standard postage dimensions
and the perfect packaging
for this purpose.
Services

Dimensions max.
L×W×H

Großbrief
(Post DE)

353 × 250 × 20

√

√

Maxibrief
(Post DE)

353 × 250 × 50

√

√

√

√

Bücher und
Warensendung
(Post DE)

353 × 250 × 50

√

√

√

DHL Warenpost
(DE)

353 × 250 × 50

√

√

√

DHL Päckchen S
(DE)

350 × 250 × 100

√

DHL Warenpost
International XS
(DE)

353 × 250 × 30

√

DHL Päckchen
International XS
(DE)

350 × 250 × 30

√

Päckchen S
(Post AT)

353 × 250 × 30

√

√

Brief B4
(Post CH)

353 × 250 × 20

√

√

Brief
(Post NL)

380 × 265 × 32

√

√

Large Letter
(Royal Mail)

353 × 250 × 25

√

√

CP 065.56

CP 065.59
(NEU)

CP 066.04

CP 080.09
(NEU)

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CP 010.03* CP 010.04* CP 020.08* CP 021.09*

CP 065.55

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

* taking into consideration the maximum permissible shipping heights and weights.

Sources: Deutsche Post AG, Post Nederland,
Post Belgie, Österreichische Post AG, Die Post CH
Correct at: March 2021
All statements without guarantee.

You are always on the
safe side with original
ColomPac® products.

Packing.
Fast and safe.

You want first-class quality
without any compromises.
Climate-neutral, FSC® certified, in Kraftliner
grades. So things arrive in one piece.

You have no time to waste.
We have the ColomPac® self-sealing.
Easy, fast, safe.

Unpacking.
Easy and
convenient.

Economical.
Saves postage.

The red tear open strip
opens the packet.
Effortlessly. Customers
like that. So consignees do, too.

You are thinking of your budget.
So are we. The dimensions of our despatch
packaging give you best value for your postage.
You save money.

A complete
product portfolio.
Immediately available.

Customized
solutions.

You can choose from a wide range of products,
which we continue to develop. We supply ex
stocks. Immediately. That’s a promise.

Do you need something special?
Let us develop a tailored solution.

We are at your service!
If you have a question, need a sample or are unsure of
the best solution – we are always pleased to help.

Infoline:
+49 (0) 9401 9259 123
info@colompac.de

Dinkhauser Kartonagen
Vertriebs-GmbH
Von Miller Str. 12
D-93092 Barbing-Regensburg

www.colompac.com
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Quality.
100 percent..

560001

You will hardly find
better packaging.

